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To read out information from its
genome, a cell needs the appropriate
molecular machinery, RNA polymer-
ases (RNAPs), ribosomes, and associ-
ated factors. Thus, the quantitative
level of gene expression is dependent
on the availability of that machinery,
which in turn depends on the external
conditions (1). In bacteria, the concen-
trations of free (i.e., available) RNAPs
and ribosomes depend on the growth
conditions and may (for example)
change during stress responses,
affecting the patterns of gene expres-
sion. Moreover, different genes may
compete for these molecular machines.
Then, the expression level of a gene
can also depend on what other genes
are expressed simultaneously, because
expression of a gene reduces the pool
of free RNAPs and ribosomes (at least
transiently, if there is feedback to keeps
these pools constant). Such competition
is well established for ribosomes (2–4),
but appears to be less pronounced for
RNAPs (5).
Recent years have seen tremendous
progress in microscopy techniques
that can be used to image the localiza-
tion and the dynamics of RNAPs and
ribosomes in bacterial cells (6–10). In
this issue of the Biophysical Journal,
Bakshi et al. (11) report a study that
uses superresolution microscopy to
look at RNAPs one-by-one to obtain a
global picture of their cellular activities
and to determine the fraction of free
RNAPs. These questions could so far
only be addressed indirectly through
integrative modeling approaches thatFIGURE 1 Fluorescently labeled RNA poly-
merases exhibiting different functional activities
(specifically bound to DNA/transcribing;
nonspecifically bound to DNA; free in the cyto-
plasm) are distinguished by their different diffu-
sion behavior.
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from the integration of large amounts
of experimental data into a mathemat-
ical model (5,12,13) and by analyzing
chromosome-free minicells (14). Bak-
shi et al. (11) take advantage of the
fact that RNAPs performing different
functions (transcribing; free in the cyto-
plasm; nonspecifically bound to DNA)
exhibit different patterns of mobility
in the cell. Thus, they determine diffu-
sion coefficients from individual
RNAP trajectories and study their dis-
tributions (Fig. 1) .
The distributions of these diffusion
coefficients can be fitted with a model
for several distinct populations that
can be identified with RNAPs in
different functional states. Diffusion
measurements with low temporal reso-
lution (0.1 s) show two main popula-
tions of RNAPs, somewhat rapidly
diffusing ones with D ~ 0.2 mm2/s, and
very slow oneswith a nominal diffusion
coefficient of ~0.003 mm2/s (but which
likely exhibit subdiffusive behavior).
Diffusion of the slowRNAPs closely re-
sembles the motion of fluorescently
labeled chromosome loci, therefore
these RNAPs are interpreted as RNAPs
specifically bound to DNA, and are
most likely transcribing. Switching be-
tween the two populations is seen in
longer individual trajectories. Based
on measurements with higher temporal
resolution (20 ms), the more rapid pop-
ulation is split further into freely
diffusing, cytoplasmic RNAPs (with
diffusion coefficient ~0.7 mm2/s) and
RNAPs nonspecifically bound to
DNA. These subpopulations intercon-
vert rapidly, so an average diffusion
coefficient is seen in the lower time-res-
olution measurements. A small fourth
population is given by RNAPs that do
not bind DNA. These appear as very
rapid even in the lower time-resolution
experiments; their physical interpreta-
tion remains to be determined.
By quantifying these fractions, Bak-
shi et al. (11) obtain a global picture of
the activities of RNAPs in the cell.
Only approximately one-half of the
RNAPs are found engaged in activetranscription, but a large fraction is
bound to DNA, either specifically or
nonspecifically (82%). The free frac-
tion is 12%, which corresponds to
~700 RNAPs or a concentration of
free RNAPs of ~1 mM, much higher
than an old estimate (30 nM) that has
been widely used in models of gene
regulation (15), but similar to a more
recent estimate (0.51.1 mM, depend-
ing on growth conditions (5)).
The overall picture drawn from these
results is similar to the one obtained
from the integrative modeling studies,
in particular that a substantial fraction
of RNAPs is not busy transcribing and
that most RNAPs are bound to DNA.
However, there is pronounced quantita-
tive disagreement with all models pro-
posed earlier (which all relied on data
from minicells as input to determine
the free RNAP concentration). The
biggest difference is in the fraction of
specifically bound or transcribing
RNAPs, which is smaller in the models
than in the newdata. This fraction, how-
ever, could easily be underestimated in
the models if transcription was slower
than generally believed; therefore, it
would be interesting to measure the
speed of transcription under the condi-
tions of the new experiment.
So what’s next? Besides demon-
strating a beautiful application of im-
aging techniques beyond imaging, the
study of Bakshi et al. (11) opens the
2614 Klumppdoor to addressing the following ques-
tions:
Does the free RNAP concentration
change when the conditions are
changed?
If yes, is this change reflected in
changing transcription rates of consti-
tutively expressed genes?
The technique could be used to study
dependencies on growth rate or other
parameters (temperature, osmotic pres-
sure, etc.) for cells in steady-state
growth, as well as to investigate tran-
sient dynamics during growth shifts or
in stress responses. In iteration with
improved models, these experiments
could provide a rather comprehensive
picture of what RNAPs are doing in
cells. Moreover, the method may also
be applicable to other components of
the gene expression apparatus for both
native and synthetic (specifically
orthogonal) expression systems.REFERENCES
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